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ARIZONA DEPARTMENT OF MINES AND MINERAL RESOURCES AZMILS DATA

PRIMARY NAME: BLACK CANYON CLAY

ALTERNATE NAMES:

YAVAPAI COUNTY MILS NUMBER: 1383

LOCATION: TOWNSHIP 15 N RANGE 3 E SECTION 25 QUARTER NE
LATITUDE: N 34DEG 40MIN 20SEC LONGITUDE: W 111DEG 59MIN 00SEC
TOPO MAP NAME: CORNVILLE - 7.5 MIN

CURRENT STATUS: RAW PROSPECT

COMMODITY:
   CLAY  WHITE
   CLAY  RED

BIBLIOGRAPHY:
   ADMMR BLACK CANYON CLAY FILE
   ADMMR SAMPLES A28302, A28305
COMMODITIES: Clay-White, Clay-Red

MILS ID No.: DATE: Dec. 13, 1989

ENGINEER: Ken A. Phillips

INFORMATION FROM: Fieldvisit in company of Sharon Bolling, Florida Title

PROPERTY SUMMARY

I. MINE NAME: Black Canyon Clay

OTHER POSSIBLE NAMES

INCL. ANY CLAIM NAMES NOTED:

II. LOCATION: T 15N R 3 E SEC(S): NE 1/4, SEC 25 DISTRICT

ELEV.: 3400’ COUNTY Yavapai TOPO QUAD. Cornville 7 1/2

DIRECTIONS:

W 111 degrees 58’ 50” N 34 deg. 40’ 20”

MAP ATTACHED X

III. OWNERSHIP: NAME

ADDRESS:

COMPANY NAME IF ANY:

PERTINENT PEOPLE:

IV. PROPERTY AND HOLDINGS:

V. PAST PRODUCTION-NOTED, KNOWN, PROBABLE, UNKNOWN, NONE: None

VI. CURRENT STATUS: Raw Prospect

VII. WORKINGS: None
VIII GEOLOGY AND MINERALOGY: DEPOSIT TYPE: Sedimentary

LENGTH: 300+’
WIDTH 20’
VEIN STRIKE
DIP

HOST ROCK: Verde Valley Formation

ECONOMIC MINERALS: Greenish white clay - hopefully white burning.
Buff to brown clay - hopefully red burning.

COMMENTS: A 5 foot thick bed of white clay overlays a 15 foot thick bed of buff to tan clay. The entire 20’ section is exposed in the north wall of Black Canyon.

IX. EQUIPMENT ON SIGHT: None

X. SAMPLING: NOTE TYPE IF ANY, DRILLING? Two samples, ADMMR A28304 and ADMMR A28305 were taken from the exposure in the wash. ADMMR A28302 and A28303 were taken in road cuts above the north bank of the wash.

XI. REFERENCES AND REMARKS: Sharon Bolling of Florida Tile, Lakeland, Florida will have samples tested for use in ceramic tile.

The clays justify evaluation based on their extent and well defined zones.